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Abstract - In MANET (mobile ad hoc wireless network)

communication is much more challenging task due to its
characteristics like infrastructure less architecture,
wireless and distributed cooperation of task, dynamic
topology, lack of association, lack of resource utilization ,
power limitation and physical existing of node. In MANET,
attacks can be classified into different categories: routing
attacks and data forwarding attacks. The main aim of
attack to disrupt functioning of network by updating
routing updates. data forwarding attacks are done
modification or dropping of data packet. In paper work, a
secure method is proposed for ad hoc on-demand
distance vector (AODV) routing protocol. The proposed
method used the authenticate and secure technique to
secure the routing message in AODV and efficiently
prevent wormhole. The key pre- distribution technique is
used in this method. by using this method .the overhead
can be minimize due to sharing the keys. In this paper,
the selection of keys is depend upon the of hop count
value in control packet.

Key Words: Mobile ad hoc network (MANET), Routing
attack, AODV, NMAC, Authentication.

method used the nested authentication technique (NMAC)
to secure the packet, modifying routing information. And
Key pre- distribution technique used to overcome the
overhead. that is based on key pre- distribution concept
using hash message authentication code. The method can
be easily implemented and requires a little bit CPU
processing capacity and battery power.
1.1 Wormhole Attack
A hidden security attack, called the wormhole attack, in
this attack, a malicious node catch packets from one point
or one node in the network and send them to another. The
packet receive with same or with a lesser number of hops
with respect to the transmitted packets over node routes.
it is used by malicious nodes to disrupt the normal
function of ad hoc routing protocols. Wormhole can be
form in-band channel where malicious node m1 capture
the received route request packet to another node m2
using encapsulation property even no. of node can vary
between two malicious nodes, the nodes following m2
nodes séance that there is no node between m1 and m2.
Second, out-of-band where two malicious nodes m1 and
m2 create a physical channel.

1.Introduction
A Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a wireless network
of wireless mobile nodes that can be setup anywhere
MANET differs from other networks or wired networks
as there is no centralized architecture ,Security of Routing
Message is an important issue in MANET In MANET,
mainly two types of messages are in network , Routing
messages are used for the
route sense, route
establishment and route maintenance. Routing messages
are processed by intermediate nodes during their
processing. Different types of attacks are found by the
malicious node like routing table updation, and check
poisoning of packet The work to secure AODV protocol
uses asymmetric key cryptography technique. The
previous technique are requires more processing time
,more battery consumption and large memory .so key predistribution method proposed using hash message
authentication code . Aim of the paper is to introduce a
secure version of S-AODV routing protocol. The proposed
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Fig. 1: Worm hole attack
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3. MOTIVATION

2. RELATED WORK

security is an important. We need to consider a better
mechanism for higher security and network performance
while designing of secure routing protocol. The proposed
method based on hash message authentication and hop
count base key selection , message authentication and
intermediate nodes authentication. We compare proposed
method with SAODV protocol. In MANET, the internal
attacks are typically more curious , since malicious node
already belongs to the network. To prevent internal
attacks, we need to create the unique identity of each
node. Our scheme provides an efficient way to verify the
message integrity, message authentication. The receiver
node authenticate message and intermediate nodes using
the shared secret key. the receiver node can verify the hop
count field in RREQ or RREP message using the
intermediate node list. In proposed method, The limitation
of this method is that, ARAN uses asymmetric
cryptography mechanism which causes higher overhead.

proposed technique are related misbehaving of .The
attack has mainly two characteristics: first one, the
misbehave node depending to the information that it has
shortest with the intention of dropping the packets. The
proposed technique is focused on the malicious nodes and
tries to prevent doing wormhole attack on the network by
preventing other nodes from the current routing paths
and select the alternative path by the route discovery for
the same[1]. The method is based on AODV routing

protocol and uses shared key technology.. The hop count
is
mutable
field
as
intermediate
nodes
increment/decrement the hop count while forwarding the
RREQ. The rest such as sequence number or IP address
are non mutable fields as they remain unchanged.
prevents a member node from removing IP address of
intermediate node from intermediate node list, the
receiver node can verify the hop count field in RREQ or
RREP message using the intermediate node list. In the
proposed method, only the destination node is permitted
to initiate route reply message therefore the delay
involved in the route discovery process increases as the
size of the network increases. Moreover with increased in
network size[2][11][16]. proposed a method to detect
wormhole attacks in mobile ad hoc networks (MANET).
The concept method is to develop shortest path when
Route Request (RREQ) send from node 1 to another and
find malicious nodes. The proposed method follows
different steps, , routes aggregation (RTT), round-trip time,
routes redundancy. [4][12] this method gives efficient
result to detect a wormhole attack using modified
wormhole detection. In MAODV, to detect wormhole
attacks a concept in the network by collecting both
numbers of hop count [5][15] valuated the performance of
on demand routing protocols i.e AODV (Ad hoc on demand
distance vector routing) and DSR (dynamic source
routing) with and without wormhole attack. It maintains
the routes as long as required by the source. It uses
sequence number to show that route is new. By using
sequence number it make sure that route is loop free.
When a node has to send data to the another node and
route is not available then it broadcast a RREQ (route
request ) message, nodes receiving this RREQ message
checks that they are the destination node to which source
node want to send data [6][14] They investigates a
recently proposed Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)based routing algorithm.[8] proposed wormhole detection
Mechanism that overcome Two fake neighbors with a
wormhole tunnel in between has longer RTT, compared to
the RTT with true neighbors. [9] [10].
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4. THE PROPOSED METHOD
4.1 Architecture of S-AODV routing protocol
S-AODV protocol in MANET is proposed. The proposed
solution method secure AODV again the attack by using
symmetric key based method authentication and key
distribution technique provide better performance than
the existing method. In this proposed method MD is
calculated before broadcasting In NAMC two keys are
required which are selected according to the key table
which are dependent in to hop count field. At the starting
node the value of the hop count field is zero so K0 is used
as the first key while next key from key table (i.e 1) is used
as second key. To check the integrity of the packet at the
each node first get the hop count value and calculate the
hash function then append it to the message .then send the
secure AODV message .now on the other node If new and
old MD are matched then it proceed the messages.
Otherwise block it . Then value of hop count is increment
automatically . After then calculate the digest with new
hop count value and add it to the message. Same
procedure is followed at the end i.e receiver
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H(P)=hash(p||K first);
H(’P)=hash(H(p)||K second);
Step 7: send(p||H’(p));

2. Message generation at receive
Step 1 : create packet
Step 2: select (hop value from packet);
Step 3: now select first key =K(HP mod no of key)
Step 4: second key =K(next value )mod no of key)
Step 5: calculate hash function
H(P)=hash(p||K first);
Step 6: if msg send from the sender = msg receive from
the sender then packet is accepted;
Else packet is rejected(drop p);
3.
Fig .2 : Architecture of Secure AODV

Integrity Check At Intermediate Node

If p is accepted then increment HP value

4.2 Algorithm

i.e now keys is

We use the NMAC for node to node authentication. When
the malicious nodes change the hop count value in the
control packet. it would be detected by authorized node. In
NAMC requirement of two keys are needed which are
selected according to hop count value in the control packet
. At the sender the value of the hop count is zero so K0 is
used as the first key while next key(K1) from table is used
as second key. At the each intermediate node check the
integrity of the message. And compare old one with new .
If new and old MD are not matched then it discards
messages. If both are same it means the message is correct
Then the value of hop count is increment by one. After this
it generate the new MD with new hop count value and
appended with the Packet . Same procedure is followed
The proposed method is described by the ALGORITHM 1
to 3

K first=(K first+1)mod n;
K second=(K second +1)mod n;

5. MATHEMATICAL MODEL USING
DETERMINISTIC FINITE AUTOMATA
The State Transition Diagram in Fig contains:
M = (Q,Σ,δ,q0,F) where
Q = {S0,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5},
Σ = { TS,SV ,SP,RS,CP ,SP ,AK}, Where,
TS = time to send packet from source

1. Message generation at sender:
Step 1 : create pkt
Step 2: select (hop value from pkt);
Step 3: now select first key =K(HP mod no of key)
Step 4: second key =K(next value )mod no of key)
Step 5: calculate hash function
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SV = Sensed to establish path
SR = Send request
RS = Route establishment
SP = Send Data Packet
AK =Acknowledgement
q0 = S0, F = {S5}, and
δ is b deﬁne by the following state transition table:

B) Throughput
It is the average rate of successful delivery of message
over a network . And measured in bits per seconds or bps.

6. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
6.1 Runtime Analysis
A) Packet Delivery Ratio :
Packet Delivery Ratio = Total Packets Received / Total
Packets Sent.
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symmetric key based message authentication and run time
key pre distribution technique .
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AODV

No burden
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